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A L G O R I T M Y 
41. FOURIER 
COMPUTATION OF FOURIER-TRANSFORM INTEGRALS 
ANN HAEGEMANS* and ROBERT PIESSENS 
Applied Mathematics and Programming Division University of Leuven, 
Celestijnenlaan 200 A, B-3030 Heverlee, Belgium 
This procedure computes Fourier-transform integrals 
/•oo 
(1) C(co) = coscotf(t) dt 
and 
/»00 
(2) S(co) = sin cot f(t) dt 
The integral C(co) is written as (3) C(co) = - [ cos xf (-) dx + - £ ( - ]f f* cos x f (l±J?A dx 
CO J0 \coJ COk^l J_n/2 \ CO J 
The first integral on the right side of (3) is evaluated using Romberg integration and 
a number of the integrals in the summation are computed using Gaussian quadrature 
formulas with cos x as weight function. The sum is then estimated by the e-algorithm 
of Wynn. The modification of this method for the computation of S(co) is straight-
forward. The procedure determines automatically the required number of terms in 
(3) and the order N of the Gaussian formulas (N S 32) in order to have a prescribed 
accuracy. The abscissas and weights of the quadrature formulas are stored in the 
program. 
The user has only to insert 
(a) the value of co 
(b) a procedure for computing f(t) (t ^ 0) 
(c) a tolerance £, indicating the requested absolute accuracy 
*) Stagiair of the N. F. W. O. (Belgium). 
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(d) a boolean parameter which must be true if equation (l) is to be calculated and 
false if equation (2) is to be calculated. 
real procedure fourierint (f omega, eps, cosine, ier); 
value omega, eps; integer ier; real omega, eps; 
real procedure f boolean cosine; 
comment this function returns the value of the integral from zero to infinity of 
f(x) x cos (w x x). The epsilon algorithm is used to accelerate the con-
vergence. 
inputparameters 
f ... function 
omega . . . pulsation 
eps . .. desired absolute accuracy 
cosine ... = true if cosine transform is to be computed 
= false if sine transform is to be computed 
outputparameters 
ier .,. = k when in k half periods the integral cannot be computed 
with the desired accuracy 
= 1000 + k when in k half periods the integral cannot be comput-
ed with the desired accuracy and when there was no convergence 
after 25 steps in the epsilon algorithm; 
begin real array s[0 : 25, 1 : 3], x2[l : 83], w2[l : 83]; 
real pi, a, z; integer sgn, sgnw, ii, i, iml, im2,j,jl, k; 
real procedure oscinX; 
begin real s, p, h, al, a2; array t[0 : 12]; 
integer n, j , i, k; 
comment Romberg integration; 
n:= 1; 
t[0]:= 0.25 x p i x / (0 ) /z ; 
al := t[0]; 
for k := 1 step 1 until 12 do 
begin n := 2 x n; h := 0.5 x pi/(n x z); 
p : = 4; s : = 0; 
comment evaluation of trapezoidal rule; 
for i: = 1 step 2 until n do 
s: = s + f(i x h) x cos(z x i x h); 
t[k]:= t[k - l]/2 + s x h; 
comment Romberg extrapolation; 
forj : = k — 1 step — 1 until 0 do 
begin t[j] := (p x t[j + 1] - t[j])\(p - 1); 
p := 4 x p 
endj; 
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if k < 2 then # 2 : = t[0] 
elseifabS(al - O2) < 100 x eps /\abs(a2 - t[0]) < eps 
then go to OUT 
else begin a\ : = al; 
a2 : = t[0] 
end; 
end k; 
ier : = 1; 
OUT:oscinl:= t[0] 
end ofoscinl; 
real procedure oscin2(j); 
value j ; integer j ; 
comment Gaussian quadrature; 
begin real suml, sum2; integer /, n, i; 
/ : = 1; suml : = 11050; 
for n: = 1 step 1 until 10, 12 step 4 
until 16 do 
begin 
suml: = 0; 
for i: = 1 step 1 until n do 
begin 
if cosine then sum2 : = sum2 + u>2[l] x 
(f((x2[/] + ( j - 1) xpi)/z) + 
f((-x2[l] + (f- 1) xpi)/z)) 
else sum2 : = suml + w2[/] x 
(f((x2[/] + ( j - 0 . 5 ) xpi)/z) + 
f((-x2[/] + ( f - 0 . 5 ) xpi)/z)); 
/ : = / + 1 
end i; 
comment test on accuracy; 
if (abs(sum 1 — suml) < eps) then go to FIN 
else suml : = suml 
end n; 
ier : = ier + 1; 















= 0.9197906655171356 x2[6] 
= 0.3247985513772208 ; и
ł2[6] 
= 0.2564965074162312 x2[8] 
= 0.4919957966032009 w2[8] 
= 1.1537256454567280 x2[10] 
= 0.1442040920302275 w2[10] 
= 0.2123428870690829 x2[12] 
= 0.4127123718856410 w2[12] 
= 0.9878852856245157 x2[14] 
- 0.1840793456376885 w2[14] 
= 1.4825294561888940 x2[16] 
= 0.0129235748709738 w2[16] 
- 0.5341801247535697 x2[18] 
- 0.2945380284952109 w2[18] 
] - U400861905028520 x2[20] 
= 0.1054805682651703 w2[20] 
= 1.5067752445913270 x2[22] 
= 0.0068251304430124 w2[22] 
= 0.4676982277627329 x2[24] 
= 0.2700416599568707 w2[24] 
] = 1.0201945939238280 ,x2[26] 
1 = 0.1268326827931822 w2[26] 
•j = 1.4103152290051090 x2[28] 
т = 0.0226888332160192 w2[28] 
] = 0.1400344442469677 x2[30] 
] = 0.2766109576482605. w2[30] 
= 0.6786110809756055 x2[32] 
= 0.1974114887025346 w2[32] 
\] := 1.1330068786005000 ;x2[34] 
= 0.0830266475732177 w2[34] 
] = 1.4446014873666510 x2[36] 























































= OA 817599290152465 
= 0.6543769826862947 


























































































= 0.2195432169219730; x2[70 
= 0A419245828750883; w2[70 
= 0.5049275494140530; x2[72 
= 0.1217818246542211; w2[72 
= 0.7729097379327027; x2 [74 
= 0.0916731299075996; w2[74 
= 1.0141591218860860; x2[76 
= 0.0594279652953817; H>2[76 
= 1.2201697939902740; x2 [78 
= 0.0319139368609826; w2[78 
= 1.3835674612763600; x2 [80 
= 0.0130274103587377; w2[80 
= 1.4984096108013310; x2[82 
= 0.0032183097393748; w2[82 
















sgn : = — 1; ii: = 1; ier : = 0; 
a : = 0; sgnw : = 1; z : = omega; 
s[0, 1] := l1 050;pi = 3.141592653589793; 
comment test for the sign of the pulsation; 
if z < 0 then begin z : = — z; sgnw : = — 1 
end; 
comment test to see if the cosine transform or the sine transform is desired; 
if cosine then begin a : = oscinl; 
sgnw : = 1; ii: = ii + 1; 
s[l, 2] := — oscin2 (ii); 
sgn : = — s#n; ii: = ii + 1 
end 
else begin $[1,2]:= oscin2 (ii); 
ii := ii + 1 
end; 
s[l, 3] := s[l, 2] + Oscin2 (ii) x sqn; 
comment epsilon algorithm; 
for i: = 2 step 1 until 25 do 
begin for k : = 2 step 1 until 3 do 
begins[l, 1] := s[l, 2]; s[l, 2] := s[l, 3]; 
ii; == ii + 1; sgn : = — s#n; 
s[l, 3] := [1, 3] + Oscin2 (ii) x sgn; 
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forj: = 1 step 1 until i — 2 do 
begin/1 : = j + \;s[j\,\]:= s[j\,2]; 
s[j\,2]:=s[j\,3]; 
s[j\, 3]: = if abs(s[j, 2] - s[j, 1]) < 1 i 0 - 30 
v abs(s[j,2] -s[j,3]) < 1 1 0 - 3 0 
v abs(s[j,2] -s[j- 1,1]) < l i 0 - 30 
then s[j, 2] 
else*[j ,2]- l / ( l /( j[ / ,2]-s[/ , l]) 
+ \j(s[j,2] - s[j,3]) - 1/(-[/, 2] - s[j- 1,1])) 
end; 
ji:=i- 1; 
s[i, k] := if abs(s[j\, 2] - -fjl, 1]) < l i 0 - 30 
v afa(s[jl, 2] - s[j\, 3]) < 1 ] 0 - 30 
v abs(s[j\, 2] - s[j\ - 1, 1]) < l i 0 - 30 
then s[j 1,2] 
e l s e s [ j l , 2 ] - l / ( l / ( s [ j l , 2 ] - * r j l , l ] ) 
+ l/(s[jl, 2] - s[j\, 3]) - l/(jfjl, 2] - -fjl - 1, 1])) 
end; 
if abs(s[i, 2] — s[i, 3]) < cps A abs(s[i — 1,2] — 
s[i — 1, 3]) < <?ps then go to OUT 
end; 
ier:= ier + 1000; 
OUT: fourierint : = (s[i, 2] + a) x sgnw 
end of fourierint 
E x a m p l e s . We tested this procedure for a large number of functions f(t) and 
various values of co and s. For 97% of the testcases reliable results were obtained. 
Table 1 
Í o x2 + a2 cos æ xáx 
a co 
e = 10~5 г = 1 0 - 1 0 









0-27 X 10~6 
015 X 10"6 
013 X 10~6 
0-68 X 10" 6 
0-40 X 10" 8 







0-11 X 10~1 0 
0-41 X 1 0 - 1 1 
0-41 X 1 0 - 1 1 
0-87 X 10" n 
0-65 X 10" n 








Moreover, the algorithm is found to be very efficient. The results of two test functions 
are listed in table 1 and 2, where we have used the notation N to denote the number 
of function evaluations, s the requested absolute accuracy and £act the actual absolute 
error. 
Table 2 
o -v2 + a2 
sin ш лrdx 
a co 
e = 10 5 e = Ю " 1 0 









0-21 X Ю " 6 
0-20 X Ю " 6 
0-91 X 1 0 " 7 
0-20 X Ю " 6 
0-58 X Ю " 6 







0-45 X Ю " 6 
(ieг - 1) 
0-35 X Ю " 1 1 
0-54 X Ю " 1 0 
0-22 X Ю " 1 1 
0-16 X Ю " 1 1 
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